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Abstract
In this talk, we showed how coding theory based techniques can be used to ensure reliable signal
processing. We presented our coding theory based technique (DCFECC) which can be used in
various signal processing applications to handle erroneous data from agents. Humans can also be
modeled as sensors through social media data and in doing so, we can consider a system consisting of
agents who would have some elements of human computation models and some elements of WSN
models. In this way, we can consider a generalized framework which covers various applications.
By considering the examples of distributed classification, target localization and crowdsourcing, we
presented schemes that use DCFECC technique to handle faults by sensors, falsified data due to
malicious sensors (Byzantines), and unreliable data from anonymous crowd workers. Note that many
other applications fit the framework described in this talk where reliable processing could be ensured
by our coding theory based approach.
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